“The Twelve Days of COVID”

In the first wave of COVID
Moderna brought to me
**A safe and effective vaccine**

In the second wave of COVID
Moderna stole from me
**NIH research**
And a safe and effective vaccine

In the third wave of COVID
Moderna stole from me
**Billions from tax funding**
**NIH research**
And a safe and effective vaccine

In the fourth wave of COVID
Moderna brought to me
**Refusal to share know-how**
**Billions from tax funding**
**NIH research**
And a safe and effective vaccine

In the fifth wave of COVID
Moderna brought to me
**A medical monopoly**
Refusal to share know-how
**Billions from tax funding**
**NIH research**
And a safe and effective vaccine

In the sixth wave of COVID
Moderna brought to me
**Obscene corporate profits**
Refusal to share know-how
**Billions from tax funding**
**NIH research**
And a safe and effective vaccine

In the seventh wave of COVID
Moderna brought to me
**Artificial scarcity**
Obscene corporate profits
A medical monopoly
Refusal to share know-how
**Billions from tax funding**
**NIH research**
And a safe and effective vaccine

In the eighth wave of COVID
Moderna stole from me
**Doses-a-wastin’**
Artificial scarcity
Obscene corporate profits
A medical monopoly
Refusal to share know-how
**Billions from tax funding**
**NIH research**
And a safe and effective vaccine

In the ninth wave of COVID
Moderna brought to me
**Global health inequity**
Doses-a-wastin’
Artificial scarcity
Obscene corporate profits
A medical monopoly
Refusal to share know-how
**Billions from tax funding**
**NIH research**
And a safe and effective vaccine

In the tenth wave of COVID
Moderna brought to me
**A petri dish for variants**
Global health inequity
Doses-a-wastin’
Artificial scarcity
Obscene corporate profits
A medical monopoly
Refusal to share know-how
**Billions from tax funding**
**NIH research**
And a safe and effective vaccine

In the eleventh wave of COVID
Moderna brought to me
**Millions of unnecessary deaths**
A petri dish for variants
Global health inequity
Doses-a-wastin’
Artificial scarcity
Obscene corporate profits
A medical monopoly
Refusal to share know-how
**Billions from tax funding**
**NIH research**
And a safe and effective vaccine

In the twelfth wave of COVID
Moderna brought to me
**No accountability**
Millions of unnecessary deaths
A petri dish for variants
Global health inequity
Doses-a-wastin’
Artificial scarcity
Obscene corporate profits
A medical monopoly
Refusal to share know-how
**Billions from tax funding**
**NIH research**
And a safe and effective vaccine
"The Twelve Days of COVID"

Moderato

In the first wave of COVID

\(\text{Piano}\)

\[\text{In the first wave of COVID Moder-}\]

\[\text{na brought to me A safe and ineffective vaccine. In the}\

\[\text{second wave of COVID Moder-}\]

\[\text{na stole from me NIH research and a}\

\[\text{safe and ineffective vaccine. In the third wave of COVID Moder-}\]
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nopoly
Re-fusal to share know-how
Bil-lions from tax-funding

N-I-H re-search and a safe and ef-fec-tive vac-cine. In the

sixth seventh eighth ninth tenth eleventh twelfth
wave of CO-VID Mo-der-na brought to me__

Obscene cor-porate pro-fits
Arti-ficial scar-city
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Global health in-equi-ty
A petri dish for variants
Millions of unnec-es-sary deaths
No ac-count-a-ble

A medical mo-nopoly
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1. Refusal to share know-how Billions from tax funding NIH research

2. And a safe and effective vaccine. In the

Safe and effective vaccine.